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MESSAGE FROM MAURY
This is the time of year when you look forward to the Holiday season and begin planning for the New
Year. For this newsletter, I want to highlight what our product teams have in store for the New Year. But,
first, let’s start with an update on current versions of XSellerator™:
•

V4.85 is in general release and features 40 small changes and some significant enhancements to
our Vehicle Inspection (VIP) application. The new VIP application is running in 30 dealerships and
operates on tablets and phones. Our dealerships have had a lot of success with VIP/Quoting and
as you can see the total monthly $ Customer Pay revenue has increased significantly over the
years. This November your dealerships collectively eclipsed the $10 million dollar mark.
Description
$ Customer Pay
Dealerships
Average

•

Nov of 2015
$4,088,609
68

Nov of 2016
$6,013,511
100

Nov of 2017
$10,128,744
150

$60,127

$60,135

$67,525

Version 4.86 has now been installed in the first pilot dealerships. This is a large version with over 200 changes. Over 95%
of the changes are smaller incremental improvements to make XSellerator easier to use for your dealership and almost
all them came from dealerships’ recommendations. Please join my web cast on January 24th where I will show off my
favorite changes that help improve your day to day efficiency. Please click the links on page 2 to register.

Looking forward into 2018 we are excited about the future and our plan is to focus on the following areas:
• Core DMS development team – this team is responsible for development to the core of XSellerator (Sales, Service, Parts and
Accounting functionality). This team’s #1 focus in 2018 will be to continue with small changes to the core of our product to
make it easier to use and to better fit your business processes. This team will also work on two other key areas:
		

-

•

3rd party integration – in 2018, we will continue to add 3rd party company integration and, equally important, we will
continue to find like-minded 3rd party companies that want to improve and evolve their product. Those types of
companies are more strategic to us because, together, we can integrate our products to ensure that they act together as
one seamless business process. That strategy is very apparent for Sales CRM for Canadian stores where in 2017 we added
QLeads (powered by ATD) and Autovance into our process.
Manufacturer integration – in early 2018, we will be extending our certified Ford integration to the US with our first Ford 		
dealership installation, and we continue to work with Nissan and VW for US dealerships with a plan to pilot with dealerships
for both of those OEMs in 2018. Plus, we continue to work in the Canadian and US market to encourage manufacturers to
open up to allow more certified DMSs.

Application development team – this team has three core areas of responsibility as follows:
- VIP – we will continue to enhance the VIP application. Our VIP application received platinum-level certification from
GM US under their DTAP Service Lane program. We hope to receive a similar certification from GM Canada in 2018.
-

-

Communicator – we plan to add new functionality to the
Communicator Mobile Platform in the first half of 2018. Communicator
runs in 255 dealerships and the new Communicator Client, which will
run on your phone or tablet, runs in 110 of those 255 dealerships. Every
year Communicator dealerships’ utilization improves and, in November
2017, we had our first million message month with 1,003,800
messages processed.

Communicator
Message

Year

per day

2014

1,188,368

4,716

2015

3,260,903

12,940

2016

4,146,744

16,455

2017 year-to-date

9,328,56

40,383

Sales CRM – more and more dealerships value our integrated Sales CRM approach and we now have over 100
dealerships utilizing our Sales CRM vs using other 3rd party Sales CRM products. Of those dealerships, about 60 of them
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use our new Sales CRM application that runs on tablets and phones. The real advantage to our Sales CRM approach is that
everything is 100% integrated to the rest of XSellerator and your dealership does not incur the added cost of a DealerSocket
or VINSolutions monthly invoice.

Another key initiative for our development groups has been a 2018 goal to allow new versions of our software to be delivered
more reliably with minimal issues for your dealership. To accomplish this, we are making numerous process changes:
• Testing software – we now have testing software that automatically runs many test cases over the software for each version
we release. This helps identify issues before we release the version to the first pilot store.
• Testing environments – we rebuilt all our internal test environments so they exactly match your dealerships’ servers.
• Version install process and patch process – these have been completely automated to allow complete consistency of
version and patch releases.
• New Development – we improved the process for designing new changes and ensured that every change has more
detailed specifications, pre-written test cases and a better review of the new feature prior to releasing the change.
The ultimate plan is to be able to provide your dealership with multiple smaller versions in a year. There are a couple of big
advantages to this approach:
• Today we send out 2 versions per year and with the new approach, we would no longer have to wait for 6 to 8 months to
deploy changes made by our development teams for your dealership.
• The versions will be smaller and therefore easier for everyone to understand and take advantage of. Think “bite-sized chunks.”

Happy Holidays to everyone and
I look forward to an exceptional 2018!

Maury Marks
President & Chief Executive Officer
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next webcast with Maury
Wednesday, January 24, 2018
Canadian Customers @ 1:00 pm MST

USA Customers @ 10:00 am MST

9:00 am PST / 11:00 am CST / Noon EST

Noon PST / 2:00 pm CST
3:00 pm EST / 4:00 pm AST / 4:30 pm NST
Register Here

XSellerator TIP...

NETWORK TIP
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XSellerator Field Security allows
you to track changes made to
specific areas of XSellerator by
simply pressing the F12 key within
most windows. In addition to this,
in a recent version we created an
Associate Field Security report which
allows you to track changes to a
specific data item and how many times
that item is being modified, and by
whom. This is particularly helpful
when auditing customer records to
see, for instance, how many times
customer names are being changed or if credit limits are being modified.
If you have any questions please
contact Support to find out how to run
the report - we are more than
happy to assist!

Meet
DEAN

Register Here

When using Google Chrome, some people could
encounter issues with web sites not displaying
correctly, or problems with Chrome-based
applications. It is a good idea to clear the Chrome
browser cache to see if that solves the issue. For
example, if you try to open Communicator and you
get a message that just says “Loading”, or the icon
keeps spinning and the application does not open try clearing the Chrome browser cache.
To do so:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

On your computer, open Chrome.
On your browser toolbar, click
More / More Tools / Clear Browsing Data.
In the “Clear browsing data” box, click the
checkboxes for Cookies and other site data
and Cached images and files.
Use the menu at the top to select the amount
of data that you want to delete. Choose
beginning of time to delete everything. Note:
This option does not appear on all devices.
Click Clear browsing data.

Dean Sullivan heads up Quorum’s Customer Care team. Dean’s career with
Quorum began 11 years ago as one of the first three support hires in the
Newfoundland office. As the office grew, he advanced to a Fixed Ops Team
Lead position and, later, took over the Customer Care Manager role. Prior to
joining Quorum, Dean worked for 12 years at a GM dealership.
Whether he is managing customer satisfaction surveys, facilitating Dealership
performance group meetings, collaboratively maintaining the eQUIP
training program, or a liaison between our customers and various Quorum
departments on projects; Dean’s overarching goal is a positive customer
experience.
A current focus for Dean is to increase our proactive customer care efforts,
which will see an addition to the Customer Care team in the New Year that
will allow us to enact those plans.

SULLIVAN

Outside of work life, some of Dean’s favorite things are: music (listening and
mediocre playing), campfires (and all that happens around them) fishing
(boating if unlucky), cooking (trying to be the next MasterChef), travelling
(mostly to warmer destinations), his family of course (at least the close ones)
and finally you guessed it, trying to be funny!
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If you are headed to NADA 2018 in Las Vegas this coming March,
you must schedule a time to visit with us at Booth #3693C
to see what’s new with Quorum and XSellerator.
Visit www.QuorumDMS.com/NADA2018 to select your time.
If you haven’t already heard, you will receive a $50 gift card for
pre-scheduling your time with us when you attend your demo.
Quorum is also a proud sponsor of
Canada Night NAD’eh. This event
began in 2016, took a year off to help
celebrate the CADA 75th Anniversary
in 2017, and resumes again in 2018
at Vinyl at The Hard Rock on
Thursday, March 22
from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Alan Doyle (from Great Big Sea &
a Newfoundlander) and
the Beautiful Gypsies will perform.
We hope to see you there!
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CUSTOMER SASTISFACTION
Quorum conducts periodic satisfaction surveys with our customers.
You may have noticed that we recently made some changes to this
process. Previously, we surveyed our dealership customers in two
separate groups over a year; half were surveyed in March, and the
rest in September. We also relied on a survey coordinator at each
dealership to help distribute the survey to system users.
To streamline the process, and make it more efficient, we decided
to survey all dealerships together once each year. In addition, we
directly emailed the survey to all email addresses that we have
on file instead of enlisting a local coordinator. Users that did not
receive an email were able to access the survey through the Dealer
Resource Center (DRC) Hot Topics during the survey period.
These changes are designed to increase the response rate and
provide us with a broader picture of our customers’ level of
satisfaction. We are already seeing the results!
Our most recent survey was completed at the end of September
and are currently reviewing all the great feedback. The individual
response rate has increased considerably since our last survey in March. Even more impressive is that the number of
dealerships who participated is seven times greater, providing us an improved representation of our customer satisfaction. We
anticipate a further growth in response by improving our end user email address records for our 2018 survey.
Finally, our new format has also allowed us to provide an attractive incentive to respondents, a chance to win $500!
Darren Hawthorne our Network R & D Manager had the pleasure of delivering our first $500 prize to its lucky winner.
Congratulations to Sandra Manchul of Don Wheaton Chevrolet Buick GMC Cadillac in Edmonton, Alberta!

Congratulations Sandra!
i Quorum Team j
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NEW To The QStore
Check out the new tablet bundles that just landed in the QStore! We now offer
Microsoft Surface, iPad, and Samsung Android tablet bundles for you to consider
when opting to take your dealership mobile and unchain your employees from
their desks. The specifications for each bundle is listed below.
MICROSOFT SURFACE
BUNDLE

This option allows for mobile
connections to the Quorum server
or use of the Quorum Applications.
This bundle is not recommended
for environments wanting to use the
device as a desktop replacement.

This option allows for mobile
connections to the Quorum server
or use of the Quorum Applications.
This bundle is not recommended
for environments wanting to use the
device as a desktop replacement.

COMPONENTS:

COMPONENTS:

COMPONENTS:

LEXMARK MONOCHROME
PRINTERS

OPTIONS:

• Lexmark MS317dn
• Lexmark MS517dn
• Lexmark MS817n

www.QuorumDMS.com

SAMSUNG ANDROID
BUNDLE

This robust bundle provides the
benefits of mobility along with the
power of a desktop replacement. The
Surface Bundle provides the ability to
perform all of your computing activities
from the device.
• Microsoft Surface Pro Tablet (Intel Core
m3, 128GB SSD, 4 GB RAM)
• Targus USB Docking Station
• Protective Case
• Microsoft Surface Pen
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iPAD BUNDLE

• iPad Tablet (32 GB 9.7”)
• Protective Case
• Stylus

LEXMARK COLOR
PRINTERS

OPTIONS:

• Lexmark CS317dn
• Lexmark CS417dn
• Lexmark CS517de

• Samsung Galaxy A10 Tablet
• Protective Case
• Stylus

LEXMARK MULTIFUNCTION
PRINTERS

MONOCHROME OPTIONS:
• Lexmark MX317dn
• Lexmark MX517de
• Lexmark MX617de

COLOR OPTIONS:

• Lexmark CX317dn
• Lexmark CX417de
• Lexmark CX517de

To place an order

Contact Customer Solutions at
CustomerSolutions@QuorumDMS.com
or call

877.770.0036 ext 520

SAMSUNG
ANDROID
BUNDLE
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SIRIUSXM
Quorum is proud to announce that through our
partnership with ProQuotes and SiriusXM, Quorum
Dealers are now able to participate in SiriusXM’s
NO-COST Dealer Programs with
no additional charges for data flow.
Over 30,000 dealers in North America participate
in these programs to provide complimentary trial
subscriptions to all purchasers of factory-installed
pre-owned vehicles and qualifying consumers that
bring their vehicle in for service.
SiriusXM is one of North America’s leading
entertainment companies with over 34 million
subscribers in Canada and the United States
SiriusXM creates and offers commercial-free music,
play-by-play sports, the best in comedy, worldclass news and exclusive talk and entertainment.
SiriusXM is available in vehicles from every major
auto maker and on smartphones, other connected
devices as well as online.
SiriusXM program benefits are outlined here

For more information
Canadian dealers can visit
www.sxmdealer.ca
and U.S. dealers can visit
www.siriusxmdealerprograms.com
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Season’s Greetings
This year has been nothing but great
for Quorum. Our progress and success
are the fruits of the goodwill of the
customers we serve. It is with great
pleasure at this merry holiday season
for us to let you know how much we
appreciate your support and loyalty.
We hereby wish you all the joy, peace
and happiness in this holiday season.
Here’s to a great 2017
and an even better 2018!

DEALER SPOTLIGHT

New years are for new trends! We
have decided to kick off a series
highlighting dealerships that have
excelled using features in XSellerator
[pun intended:)].
With service quoting of an average of
over 1½ lines per customer work order
and…a close rate of 30% using our
Vehicle Inspection Process (VIP) M3
(Make More Money) tool-kit, Capital
Buick GMC in Smyrna, Georgia takes
the crown this quarter! Tony Dutton,
Fixed Ops Manager at Capital, has
this down to a science and he and
his team generate approximately
$200,000 in customer pay service and
parts revenue each month with a
vehicle walk around rates averaging
over 80%. He also integrates GM’s new
DTAP-certified Service Lane features,
which allow his dealership to receive
a minimum of $750 from GM each
month. They are expected to receive
even more this month by achieving
GM’s performance metrics by utilizing
this new process!

Want to be in the spotlight?
Explore XSellerator features today!

WELCOME TO OUR
NEWEST CUSTOMERS
400 Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram Ltd.
Innisfil, ON
Adrenaline Motor Products
Estevan, SK
Mike Jackson
Collingwood, ON
Milani & Norman Auto Sales
Langley and Coquitlam, BC

Phone: 403.777.0036
Fax: 403.777.0039
Toll Free: 1.877.770.0036

